CELEBRATING
ABUNDANT LIFE.

ANNUAL REPORT 2017

President's Report

About Anglican Overseas Aid
Anglican Overseas Aid is a relief and
development agency of the Anglican
Church of Australia. When the
late David Penman was appointed
Archbishop of Melbourne in 1984,
he soon realised Anglicans needed a
way to respond to the many requests
for support from Anglican churches
and organisations around the
world, particularly those impacted
by disasters and humanitarian
emergencies.
As a result, the Archbishop of
Melbourne’s International Relief and
Development Fund was established by
the Melbourne Diocesan Synod in 1988.
Nearly 30 years later the Fund, now
called Anglican Overseas Aid, is a
professional international development
agency supporting projects in nine
countries across Africa, Central and
South East Asia, the Middle East and
the Pacific in the 2016-17 financial year.
Along with supporting disaster and
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Celebrating despite circumstances

Seeing our partners' strengths

Our impact in numbers

emergency responses, our work
focuses mainly on:
• Remote health (mother and
child health, preventative health,
breast cancer screening, diagnosis
and support).
• Self-reliance (small business
development, solar lights).
• Safe communities (prevention
of violence against women and
children, disability inclusion,
children at risk).
Although we understand our work
as an integral part of the mission
of the Church, we do not engage in
evangelism or proselytising and do not
use funds – whether public donations
or from the Australian Government –
for such activities.
We support our partners in their work
to assist marginalised communities
to take control of their own lives for
the long term, to promote community
wellbeing and lift themselves out of
poverty. Our programs are available to
all without discrimination of any kind.

Anglican Overseas Aid’s vision is
for a peaceful, just and sustainable
world for all. We work in partnership
with Anglican and like-minded
organisations in developing countries
to overcome poverty and injustice and
respond to disasters and emergencies.

Our Purpose
Anglican Overseas Aid works to:
• Create and strengthen partnerships
in developing countries to overcome
poverty, injustice and disaster.
• Support our partners to respond and
adapt to environmental challenges.
• Inspire Australians to be
compassionate, involved and
responsible global citizens.

Our work is motivated and informed by
Christian faith and enacted through best
practice development frameworks. We
are fully accredited with the Australian
Government and are a signatory to the
ACFID Code of Conduct.
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OUR WORK: AUSTRALIA

Highlights from our year
OUR PEOPLE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
CELEBRATING OUR
COMMON FAITH MOTIVATION
OUR FINANCES

Archbishop Philip Freier

As Anglican Overseas Aid approaches
its 30th year, I am delighted to
introduce this Annual Report.
A clear emphasis of Anglican
Overseas Aid right from the start
was to build on Anglican Church
connections between the Diocese of
Melbourne and many locations in the
developing world. That emphasis preempted a major shift in contemporary
development practice.
The development sector at large is
now beginning to appreciate that
church relationships have a great deal
to offer in building up communities.
Churches are grassroots organisations,
a trusted voice, geographically
dispersed and highly responsive to
community need. These features have
not always been well appreciated.
Good development emphasises
building up local strengths and
capacities. Working with and through
churches can help leave a lasting
legacy of positive change. Anglican
Overseas Aid works closely with
churches so that they are well placed
to meet the practical challenges of the
communities they serve, both now
and into the future.

such as HIV, water and sanitation, and
child nutrition. The whole community
has benefited, and the results have
been truly outstanding. It has seen the
church become a dynamic impetus for
social transformation.
Another excellent example of churchbased collaboration is in Disaster
Risk Reduction. In the Pacific, where
many communities are devout, the
church has a particular role to play in
preparing communities for climaterelated disasters. It is gratifying to see
Anglican Overseas Aid working closely
with partner churches in undertaking
this important work.
In humanitarian and emergency
response, Anglican Overseas Aid’s
church connections are again prominent.
The Anglican Alliance is a global
network of Anglican organisations who
share information about emerging needs
in developing country contexts, and

support collective efforts where possible.
Anglican Overseas Aid also belongs to
the ACT Alliance, a network of more
than 140 churches and church-based
organisations which undertake disaster
response and advocacy. These kinds
of networks illustrate the Good News
through practical action and care in
times of crisis.
Working without discrimination, it
is clear that church partners have
something powerful to offer – in
terms of their compassion, reach, and
infrastructure. I am proud that Anglican
Overseas Aid continues to build on
its original vision of friendship and
Christian service around the world.
I warmly commend this Annual
Report and hope that it will be an
encouragement to all who read it.
The Most Reverend Dr Philip Freier,
Archbishop of Melbourne and Primate
of the Anglican Church of Australia.

A great example of this is Anglican
Overseas Aid's partnership with
the Diocese of Niassa in northern
Mozambique. There, an extensive
program of community education is
carried out by thousands of churchbased volunteers in life-saving areas
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Collaborating with others

Celebrating despite circumstances

Julian Rait and Bob Mitchell

In the 2016-17 year we have been
reminded once again that so many of
our achievements have come about from
collaborations of one kind or another.
In our programming, we have been able
to respond to the terrible humanitarian
crisis in East Africa through our Food
Crisis Appeal. We have been working
closely with our ACT Alliance partner
Christian Aid, who has kept us up-todate with the impact of life-saving work
on the frontline. Our Rapid Response
Emergency Fund has again proved its
effectiveness with immediate small
grants being made to our partners in
Ethiopia, Kenya and South Sudan, and
most recently, in Vanuatu following
Tropical Cyclone Donna.
Many partners, like the Ahli Arab
Hospital in Gaza, continue their
life-affirming work day-in day-out in
extraordinarily challenging contexts.
We were thrilled to see Dr Suhaila
Tarazi, director of the Ahli Arab
Hospital, honoured by the Archbishop
of Canterbury with a Langton Award
for Community Service in May. Anglican

Brian Holmes, Alison Preston and Sue Riley

Overseas Aid has been supporting the
work of this extraordinary institution
for more than 25 years.
You can read more about our
programming in Africa and the
Middle East later in this report. One
new collaboration, however, which
has really taken off this year, is based
within our own region. It is called
CAN DO (Church Agencies Network
Disaster Operations). This collaboration
focuses on the impact of global
emergencies, including climate-related
disasters. Anglican Overseas Aid, and
seven other church-based development
partners, are working with counterpart
churches across the Pacific to reduce
the impact of these events. This work
is vital given that seven out of 10 of the
world’s most disaster-prone nations are
our Pacific neighbours.
Locally, we have engaged strongly
with Anglican churches, including
participating in the Just Water
Conference at St Paul’s Cathedral
in Melbourne. We have entered into
a partnership with the discipleship

movement, Common Grace, and learned
more about our supporters and their
interest in international development
work through a comprehensive
Supporter Survey.

This past year we have reflected
deeply on reasons to celebrate. The
current situation in the world may
lead many of us to be a little gloomy
and despairing.

We have also engaged with theological
colleges, invited Anglican ministers
to lead us in staff devotions, and our
CEO launched his first book, Faith-Based
Development: How Christian Organizations
Can Make a Difference (Orbis, Maryknoll
NY, 2017).

However, at one of our regular staff
devotions, our guest from St Paul’s
Anglican Cathedral in Melbourne
reminded us of the outrageous,
gratuitous generosity of God.
Such absurd, yet divine, abundance
often seems at odds with our dayto-day reality.

This year our supporter communications
have migrated wherever possible
to electronic platforms, saving both
time and money. We also launched a
completely revamped iPad and mobile
friendly website.
We take this opportunity to acknowledge
the amazing contribution of our staff
and the commitment of the Anglican
Overseas Aid Board and President. So
many of our accomplishments would
not have been possible without their
dedicated service.

Over the last year, we have worked
closely with our overseas partners to
explore the areas of abundance in their
lives and communities where we can
see human flourishing. Part of this
involves following a Strengths-Based
Approach to community development.
The beauty of this methodology is that
it allows people to identify, value and
understand what they currently have
that they can utilise for the benefit of
their own communities to achieve their
visions and goals.
Rather than focussing on problems
and seeking outside assistance, this
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approach encourages the inherent
value already within a community,
the natural gifts, talents and resources.
We support communities to find
solutions through utilisation of their
own strengths. Ultimately, it is a
recognition of God’s abundance at work.
From a financial perspective, in
2016/2017 Anglican Overseas Aid
achieved a small surplus of $34,950 and
continues to remain a financially viable
organisation as we head into our 30th
year since inception.
Our revenue for the year was
significantly impacted by two main
factors. The AACES program in Africa
– The Road Less Travelled that was
funded by DFAT – concluded at the end
of June 2016 after five years. Secondly,
the level of donations declined with
a major donor group ceasing its
donations to us due to changes in
their governance structure. As we were
previously given notice of this change,
we made some decisions regarding the
cost structure within our organisation
to enable us to still provide the level
of support to our programs and also
deliver a modest surplus.

Our aim is to ensure we provide
the majority of revenue received to
our overseas partners and that our
administrative costs are kept to a
minimum (10 percent or less). We are
extremely grateful for the constant,
ongoing and faithful giving of so many
of our supporters that enables us to do
our work of helping those in need.
The financial statements are set out
on pages 25-27.
Throughout the year our many
supporters have continued to give
and encourage us with their prayers,
and we celebrate that commitment.
Our supporters’ dedication allows us
to commit to our partners’ work, and
we will continue to do so.
Despite the challenges, we continue
to celebrate the life-changing work
of our partners, the faithful giving of
our supporters and the outrageous
generosity of God. Surely it is an
abundant life for all.
The Executive Team is made up of
Brian Holmes, Marketing Manager;
Alison Preston, International Programs
and Partnerships Manager; and Sue Riley,
Finance and Administration Manager.
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Our work: Overseas

Seeing our
partners’ strengths
On various occasions throughout the
year, we facilitated training for our
partners in an approach to development
that focuses on their strengths.
Known as the Strengths-Based
Approach (SBA), this method
focuses on looking at the strengths of
communities and supporting them to
achieve their own visions and goals. It
is different to an approach that seeks
to identify problems and then have
‘outside experts’ solve them.
Poverty is often associated with a
lack of a sense of dignity. Therefore,
a major aspect in working with

communities to alleviate poverty is
supporting people to realise their own
sense of dignity.
Ultimately this is about empowering
communities to identify, see and
realise their own strengths, starting
from upholding the inherent dignity
each person has. The SBA advocates
engaging with the positives, such as
what has succeeded, what resources
the community has and what
possibilities exist for the future. It is
about adopting an attitude of what can
be done and mobilising the strengths
of a community, rather than seeking
outside assistance to solve problems.

The SBA model indirectly addresses
problems by looking at potential
opportunities and focusing on how
existing strengths can be mobilised
to reach a new and desirable vision
of the future. SBA is the approach we
aim to use in all of our development
work. It emboldens and encourages
communities to know that they have
the ability to make good decisions
and realise their potential.
To help us in all this, we utilised
the services of highly experienced
development practitioner, and longterm friend of Anglican Overseas Aid,
Christopher Dureau.

Left: We assisted in delivering an SBA
workshop at the Ahli Arab Hospital in
Gaza in November. Photo: Anglican
Overseas Aid/Brian Holmes

Chris travelled with one of our staff
members to Gaza in November to
deliver an SBA workshop to the staff
of the Ahli Arab Hospital (AAH) and
30 community-based organisations.
The training provided a model
for visioning by AAH and the 30
community-based organisations
that are part of the Women's Health,
Women's Rights program. It drew out
the skills, resources, opportunities,
and capacity already present in
the communities and teams, and
strengthened the collaborative
relationship between AAH and the
community-based organisations.

appropriate and sustainable
development across our projects.
In June, Chris travelled to South
Africa to work with our partner, the
Department of Social Responsibility
in the Diocese of Grahamstown, in
utilising the SBA to improve the quality
of our work. 15 community leaders
came together to learn new skills and
solidify their understanding of the SBA.
Participants discussed the importance
of refocusing their energy from past
problems to a greater focus on changing
the present into a desired future
through the skills and assets within

their own communities. This was a
fantastic workshop which has inspired
and re-energised the community to
continue to lead their own development
to achieve their visions.
The SBA considers that a ‘deficit’
or ‘needs’ approach is less effective
for mobilising and empowering
communities because it highlights
disempowerment. Therefore, through
the use of an SBA we hope that our
partnerships with communities
result in sustainable, empowered and
fulfilled people.

The response to the training from the
community-based organisations was
overwhelmingly positive. In a conflict
environment such as Gaza, where it
is easy to despair about your sense
of worth, learning about SBA was a
change of mindset in the people as
they focused on the positives of what
they are doing instead of just on the
problems. The results were powerful
in providing a sense of hope and
strengthening their resilience.
This year Chris has also supported our
programs team here in Australia and
our partner in South Africa.
In May, our own staff in Collingwood
attended an SBA workshop run by
Chris. The training was engaging
and stimulating, and will enable
our programs team to continue
to encourage and support our
partners to deliver the most effective,
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Our impact in numbers

Small grants

Australian NGO Cooperation Program (ANCP) projects
(Funded by the Australian Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade)

DIOCESE OF
JERUSALEM

EAST JERUSALEM
SPEECH THERAPY AND
EDUCATION PROGRAM

ETHIOPIA
SUPPORTING
COMMUNITY FM RADIO

12 institutions supported
on strategy effectiveness and
financial sustainability

443 children received
remedial teaching courses in
Arabic, English, mathematics
and speech therapy

The first radio station broadcasting
in Afar language to the Afar region

GAZA
WOMEN'S HEALTH,
WOMEN'S RIGHTS

KENYA
IMARISHA JUST AND
RESILIENT COMMUNITIES

MOZAMBIQUE
COMMUNITY-LED
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

9,543 women trained in
breast self-examination

508 community leaders
(teachers, chiefs, church leaders
etc) trained to protect women
and children

13,200 households received
specific and individualised teaching/
education on prevention and
management of diarrhea

45 primary schools
equipped to protect and
support vulnerable children

268 traditional and religious
teachers trained in the prevention
and management of HIV

INDIA
CRS WOMEN’S
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT

INDIA
DISABILITY INCLUSIVE
LIVELIHOODS PROJECT

KENYA
BIOTISHO MAASAI
HEALTH PROJECT

Total Reach: 19,101

Total Reach: 68,549

538 women were able
to develop livelihood skills

43 families with children
with disability reached and
provided livelihood support

66 community leaders trained
in pastoralist friendly healthcare

869 women screened for
breast cancer

Total Reach: 635

Average of 70 phone calls
from community per
broadcasting session

Total Reach: 10,599

Total Reach: 16,229

Total Reach: 1,191

SOLOMON ISLANDS
BRINGING LIGHT TO
RURAL COMMUNITIES

SOUTH AFRICA
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
PROJECT

VANUATU
LIVELIHOODS AND WOMEN’S
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT

1,800 people in savings groups

3,860 people (men and women)
trained in permaculture techniques
to improve food security

38 people provided with
awareness-raising on gender
issues and safety for women

MYANMAR
EMPOWERMENT
FOR REFUGEES

SOUTH AFRICA
GENESIS YOUTH
LEADERSHIP PROJECT

290 people with access to solar
lights in their homes

320 local women supported and
involved in leadership roles at local
and/or regional level

12 people participated in
vocational training to assist
them to access increased and
sustainable livelihoods

54 groups with 857 members
saved money together and loaned
to local small businesses

13 young people participated
in leadership and faith-based
development program

260 men and women
with increased incomes

545 community members
trained in saving as a group

Total Reach: 915

Total Reach: 1,402

Total Reach: 2,282
Total Reach: 5,000

8

Total Reach: 215

SRI LANKA
PREVENT AND PROTECT
8 programs on gender equality
and safety for women

Total Reach: 455
Total Reach: 63
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Learning with
our partners
We are always looking to learn more
about how we can improve on the
work we carry out with our partners
overseas. If there is anything we can
do to bring more sustainability to
communities, we will do it. It is about
learning, reflecting and strengthening
our relationships.
This year we have had a number of
opportunities to come together with our
partners both in Africa and the Pacific.
In 2017 Anglican Overseas Aid
decided to conduct two Partner
Learning Forums, gatherings
designed to reflect on and strengthen
our programming. There was one
forum for our African partners and
one for our Pacific partners. This
was the first time we invested in
facilitating gatherings of this kind.
The first forum was held in Kenya
over five days in March.
The main aims of the forum were
for partners to share what they have
learned over time in alleviating poverty
in their communities. In particular,
there was a time of reflection about the
successful programming through the
Australian Government-funded Africa-
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Australia Community Engagement
Scheme (AACES), which finished in
June 2016. The reflection from this
session focused mainly on what was
learned about access to health in
remote areas of the Maasai in Kenya,
and the Afar people in Ethiopia, and
how these learnings could be applied
to new programs.
One of the lessons learned from the
AACES program revolved around
developing further resources for
learning and collaboration between
non-government organisations and
the local Ministries of Health (MoH).
As we have reported previously, The
Road Less Travelled program achieved
a dramatic improvement in the access
to maternal and child health services.
At the commencement of the project
very few (eight percent) women had
delivered their last child at a health
facility, but by its completion this had
increased to 41 percent.
Another area that was discussed in
the forum was that of the challenges
of effective programming in
responding to gender-based violence.
All of our projects in Africa include
elements focused on empowering
women, and improving the safety of

Left: The Partner Learning Forums in Kenya
and Solomon Islands were a great opportunity
for our partners to come together. Photo:
Anglican Overseas Aid/Alison Preston

women and children will continue to
be a programmatic focus for Anglican
Overseas Aid over the next five years.
One very important aspect of
our work is hearing the voices of
those we work with in developing
communities. Part of this is listening
to their theological perspectives.
Theology is complex and can be
divisive. Yet, theology defines our
decisions, the way we live, and this
is true for our partners. Engagement
in theology with our partners enables
effective understanding and the
ability to change behaviour through
theological understanding.
To engage with these complex issues,
the forum invited Revd Dr Emily
Oyango, Senior Lecturer at St Paul’s
Anglican Theological College in
Limuru, Kenya, to discuss, from a
theological perspective, the challenges
and opportunities in preventing
gender-based violence in Kenya. Dr
Emily’s theological research over
the past twenty years has addressed
matters related to gender, and her
current research is examining the
theologies articulated in sermons
delivered by Kenyan clergy in relation
to marriage and gender-based violence.

Many partner staff had had no
previous experience of hearing a
theologian speak directly about the
challenges facing Anglican clergy in
addressing gender-based violence and
the extent to which clergy are often
ill-equipped to provide pastoral care in
such a multifaceted environment.
Our work in Africa also involves
implementing savings groups and
income generation activities. An
opportunity to share different savings
models provided learnings for all
attendees. Savings and self-reliance
initiatives are growing components of
our African programming, and have
already resulted in many achievements.
The Pacific Partner Learning Forum
was held in Solomon Islands in June,
with members of our Programs team
as well as our partners, specifically
the Anglican Church of Melanesia
(ACOM) spending a week together
reflecting and learning from each other,
as well as celebrating successes and
debating new ideas and opportunities.

be part of our planning. It was also an
opportunity to discuss how we plan to
work with our partners in promoting
healthy and resilient communities. In
particular, this opportunity recognised
and reflected on the deep knowledge
and experience that our partners have.
The forum included practising SBA
techniques as well as training on
child safeguarding.
The forum was also introduced
to the Church Agencies Network
Disaster Operations (CAN DO), an
ecumenical partnership that engages
across multiple church networks to
better respond to disasters and work
together to be disaster ready. Our
partners in the Pacific have a strong
interest in environmental protection
and climate change adaptation. This is
important for us as the Pacific Islands
are some of the most vulnerable in the
world to a changing climate.

The forum allowed us to maintain
our already strong relationships
with our partners. It has set the
stage for us to continue to work to
bring a sustainable life for people in
the Pacific. These learning forums
brought partners from different
countries and regions together and
enabled all of us to celebrate the
work that we do and the change our
partners are creating in communities.

Over the next five years, Anglican
Overseas Aid will increase its
investment in the Pacific. This forum
was an opportunity for our partners to
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REDUCING DISASTER
RISK IN THE PACIFIC

When it comes to the ability to be
able to respond to natural disasters,
Vanuatu and Solomon Islands are two
of the most at-risk countries in the
world. The most recent United Nations
Risk Report shows that seven of the
top 10 most at-risk countries are in the
Pacific region.1
During the year we prepared our
five-year International Programs
Strategy, which focuses on supporting
our partners to be ready when natural
disasters hit. Known as Disaster Risk
Reduction, or DRR, this approach is
growing in importance with all our
partners, especially in the Pacific region.
Our strategic goal is to become the
leading Anglican disaster response and
recovery organisation in Australia, with
our partners more equipped to respond
to disasters and implementing effective
risk reduction strategies.
During the year we undertook the first
concrete steps towards these goals. We
recruited Tim Hartley as our Disaster
Response and Resilience Coordinator
to implement the strategy and build
up the skills of our partners. We have
1
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also increased our role within the
Church Agencies Network Disaster
Operations (CAN DO), assisting
in the development of CAN DO
proposals, hosting the Melbournebased CAN DO Coordination Unit
staff, and providing key services.
Tim also co-developed CAN DO’s
successful proposal of a five-year
disaster preparedness project funded
by the Australian Government’s
Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade (DFAT), and our Church and
Community Engagement Coordinator,
Nils von Kalm, facilitated the CAN
DO Communications Working Group.
As part of his role of working with
our Pacific partners to build up their
skills, Tim participated in workshops
with our partners in Fiji, Vanuatu
and Solomon Islands. We are also
providing funding assistance for
the engagement of a Disaster Risk
Management (DRM) Coordinator by
our partner in Vanuatu, the Anglican
Church of Melanesia (ACOM).
Our disaster coordination partnership
with ACOM was strengthened in
May when we provided funding and

logistical support that
enabled ACOM’s newly
appointed DRM Coordinator to
rapidly purchase relief supplies
and get them promptly delivered
to the impacted areas in the week
following Tropical Cyclone Donna.
Tim was able to ensure that the initial
damage assessments gathered by the
DRM Coordinator were disseminated
across the Anglican donor, CAN DO
and DFAT networks.
The response to Tropical Cyclone
Donna provided by ACOM, in
cooperation with Vanuatu’s National
Disaster Management Office,
Anglican Overseas Aid and other
church agencies, was encouraging. It
has provided a practical foundation
on which Tim and the new DRR
staff in ACOM can build a closer
collaboration and DRR strategy.

Top: Anglican Overseas Aid partnered with Act

for Peace in our response to Cyclone Pam in
Vanuatu in 2015. Part of the recovery for Cyclone
Pam included seed distribution to re-sow food
crops. Photo: Julia Loersch/Act for Peace

Left: In May, we rapidly purchased relief supplies
for impacted areas in the week following Tropical
Cyclone Donna in Vanuatu. Photo: Anglican
Overseas Aid/Fisher Young

http://weltrisikobericht.de/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/WorldRiskReport2016.pdf
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A snapshot of our work
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In the 2016-17 year we supported our partners to do their
life-changing work across four regions of the world.*
This map gives a small snapshot of that work and where
it took place. For more information, head to our website:
www.anglicanoverseasaid.org.au/our-work
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Africa
EMERGENCIES AND RELIEF
1 EAST AFRICA (Food Crisis):
$143,800

2 ETHIOPIA: $10,000
3 KENYA: $10,000
4 NORTHERN IRAQ: $27,250

8 ETHIOPIA: $35,000
Project: Supporting Community FM Radio
Partner: Afar Pastoralist Development
Association

9 KENYA: $194,441

5 SOUTH SUDAN $5,800

Project: Imarisha Just and Resilient
Communities Project

6 SYRIA: $99,690

Partner: Anglican Church of Kenya

Middle East

Asia

11 MOZAMBIQUE: $124,771

13 EAST JERUSALEM: $28,700

16 INDIA: $20,000

20 SOLOMON ISLANDS: $155,838

Project: Community-Led Health
and Wellbeing

Project: Speech Therapy and Education
Program for Children

Project: CRS Women's Empowerment
Project

Project: Bringing Light to Rural
Communities

Partner: Anglican Diocese of Niassa

Partner: Spafford Children’s Center

Partner: Cathedral Relief Service (Kolkata)

Partner: Anglican Church of Melanesia

12 SOUTH AFRICA: $186,681

14 GAZA: $153,292

17 INDIA: $30,000

Project: Women’s Empowerment Project

Project: Women’s Health, Women’s Rights

Partner: Department of Social
Responsibility, Anglican Diocese of
Grahamstown

Partner: Al Ahli Arab Hospital (run by
Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem)

Project: Disability Improvement Livelihoods

Project: Livelihoods and Women's
Empowerment Project.

Partner: Herbertpur Christian Hospital

Partner: Anglican Church of Melanesia

10 KENYA: $55,000

15 MIDDLE EAST REGION: $15,000

Project: Empowerment for Refugees

Project: Biotisho Maasai Health Project

Project: Support for diocesan Development
Officer (working in Gaza and West Bank)

Partner: Five Talents

Partner: Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem

19 SRI LANKA: $13,600
Project: Prevent and Protect
Partner: Board of Women’s Work

14

21 VANUATU: $72,325

18 MYANMAR: $0†

7 VANUATU (TC Donna): $5,000

Partner: Anglican Church of Kenya

Pacific

* For the purposes of counting program countries, we
follow the UN definition of Gaza and East Jerusalem as
Occupied Palestinian Territories, and not legally part of
the state of Israel. Note: Not all projects or emergency
responses are included on this map.
†

$20,000 was sent in 2015/16 for activities carried out
in 2016/17.
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Our partners and how we work

Responding to disaster
Early in 2017, the United Nations
declared that up to 20 million people
were facing starvation in East Africa.
We responded in February by launching
our East Africa Food Crisis Appeal.
The appeal builds on rapid response
funds already sent to three partners in
Africa: the Episcopal Church of South
Sudan (to support the South Sudanese
Development and Relief Agency
(SSUDRA)), the Anglican Church
of Kenya Diocese of Mt Kenya West
in Kenya (ACKMCW), and the Afar
Pastoralist Development Association
(APDA) in Ethiopia. Our initial
response was to provide $10,000 to
each partner from our Rapid Response
Emergency Fund.
We were very grateful to be assisted in
the appeal by Archbishop Philip Freier,
who sent a letter to many Anglican
churches across Australia, requesting
assistance and donations. In his letter

the Archbishop specified that we are
aiming to raise $300,000 for South
Sudan. By the end of the financial year
we had raised nearly half that amount.
As well as supporting SSUDRA, we
also sent money to our ACT Alliance
partner, Christian Aid, who are
working in South Sudan.
In Ethiopia we sent an additional
$5,000 to APDA for drought relief.
Our Easter Appeal this year focused
on our responses to disasters in the
Pacific. Entitled Loving Our Neighbour,
donations were used to increase our
Rapid Response Emergency Fund.
On pages 12-13 of this Annual
Report, we mention that a number
of Pacific Island nations are among
the most at-risk in the world in
terms of vulnerability to disasters.
In responding to disasters, we work

As an agency of the Anglican Church of Australia, we make the
most of the Church’s global connections and the vital guiding role
that the Church can play in the transformation of people and society.
with local Anglican churches. In the
Pacific it is churches that have the
broadest grassroots reach into their
local communities. Working with
churches helps to build capacity
in local communities to change
their circumstances and supports
communities to develop greater
resilience in times of disaster.

We work with Anglican and like-minded
agencies to create and strengthen
partnerships in developing countries to
overcome poverty, injustice and disaster.

Our response to Tropical Cyclone
Donna this year was facilitated by
our Disaster Response and Resilience
Coordinator through our links with
our partner in Vanuatu, the Anglican
Church of Melanesia (ACOM). We sent
$5,000 to ACOM to help with relief. In
countries like Vanuatu and Solomon
Islands, ACOM has been established
for many years and is known and
trusted by the local people.

We support 12 partners across Africa,
the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific, to
implement 14 community development
projects in nine countries, ranging across
broad areas of health, self-reliance, safe
communities and disaster risk reduction.

While we work mainly with Anglican
organisations, all our work is carried
out on a non-discriminatory basis for
the benefit of all.

We know that the people in the best
position to make a difference are those
who live and work in a community

or are closely connected to them.
This is why we work with partners
who are part of their communities –
they are trusted, share the everyday
challenges of the people they work to
support, and are in a position to reach
the most neglected and vulnerable.
They are committed to supporting
communities to engage in and
influence their own development.
Central to our approach is to work
with in-country partners that
encourage and facilitate positive
change and development outcomes.
To do this, we build long-term
partnerships based on operational
independence, mutual learning,
a focus on strengths, openness

to capacity growth, and a joint
commitment to working towards
the sustainability of development
outcomes. Mutual partnership
principles are agreed to and
articulated in an agreement signed
with all partners.
For us, partnership is also about
leveraging the links, resources and
skills of each partner organisation to
enhance program effectiveness and
development impact. We recognise
the strategic position of our partners
within the life of a community, and
the vital role they can play in the
transformation of people and society.

Working with ACOM this year
focused on building the capacity of
communities to be more resilient.

Left: Displaced people
gathered in Bidu in the
Afar region of Ethiopia.
Photo: Afar Pastoralist
Development Association/
Valerie Browning

Coalitions we work with
ACT Alliance

Anglican Alliance

Church Agencies Network

ACT Alliance is a coalition of more
than 140 churches and affiliated
organisations working around the
world on long term development
and emergency response. Anglican
Overseas Aid often responds to
disasters and emergencies through
ACT Alliance. Our membership
allows us to respond quickly and
effectively and know that the
activities are being carried out to
the highest global standards.
www.actalliance.org

The Anglican Alliance brings together
those in the Anglican family of
churches and agencies to work for a
world free of poverty and injustice,
to be a voice for the voiceless, to
reconcile those in conflict, and to
safeguard the Earth.
www.anglicanalliance.org

The Church Agencies Network is a
group of Australian church-based
international development agencies
who seek to support each other in
improving their effectiveness.
The Church Agencies Network Disaster
Operations (CAN DO), is a collaboration
of eight of the eleven Agencies working
to strengthen communities facing
humanitarian crises.
www.churchagenciesnetwork.org.au

Anglican Overseas Aid is a member of
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Our Work: Australia

Highlights from our year

Left: Our International
Programs and Partnerships
Manager, Alison Preston,
speaks at Just Water 2017.
Photo: Anglican Overseas
Aid/Nils von Kalm

An overarching strategic goal of Anglican Overseas Aid is to make the most of our Anglican identity in
building a just, peaceful and sustainable world through effective development. Over the last year, we have
implemented this in our work within Australia through continuing to strengthen our Anglican identity
and church and community engagement.

Just Water 2017
In March we were part of the Just
Water Conference, which involved St
Paul's Cathedral in Melbourne, Trinity
Wall Street in New York, St George's
Cathedral in Cape Town, South Africa,
and St Paul's in London.
Our International Programs and
Partnerships Manager, Alison Preston,
spoke at the conference on our water
and sanitation work as well as why
we, as a Christian organisation, see
this work as central to our faith. She
was also on a panel with Water Aid
on the question of ‘Does Aid Work?’

Advent and Lent booklets
in Mandarin Chinese
Our Advent and Lent booklets
continued their popularity with
Anglicans all over Australia. The
booklets are designed to communicate
the importance of our Christian identity
to a lay audience, including people who
might not attend a church regularly.
This year we also had the booklets
translated into Mandarin Chinese
through the help of Board member
Revd Yvonne Poon. This idea proved
very popular for people to reflect on
the importance of the Advent and
Lent seasons.
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Common Grace
partnership
We signed a 12-month partnership
agreement with Common Grace, a
movement of Christians in Australia
who are seeking to live out God’s
justice. Common Grace has been
highlighting aspects of our work
among their supporter base, and
has been helping to train our staff
in the more effective use of social
media. From our perspective, we
are contributing some devotional/
reflective materials for use by their
supporters, and made a financial
contribution to them.

A new website
Our new website was launched in
August. After some teething problems,
we are now very happy with it. It is
cleaner, more inviting, and mobile and
tablet friendly. It also interfaces with
our supporter database and enables us
to generate automatic receipts.

Survey of supporters
In December we conducted a major
survey of our supporters. The survey
was designed to challenge or affirm
assumptions about our supporters and
to inform our strategic thinking.

East Africa
Food Crisis Appeal

The final report from the survey is the
most comprehensive insight into the
supporters of Anglican Overseas Aid
based on available data.

Like many other international
development agencies, we launched
an appeal for East Africa in March.
Our initial response involved a $30,000
contribution to partners in Kenya,
Ethiopia, and South Sudan from our
Rapid Response Emergency Fund.

The survey showed that we have a
loyal but ageing supporter base.
It also revealed opportunities for
further engagement in parts of the
Anglican Church.

Our East Africa Food Crisis Appeal
has generated significant support in
a short period of time, with a direct
letter to Anglican churches from
Archbishop Philip Freier. We are very
thankful for the support we have
raised so far.

The results of the survey have allowed
us to consider how we can retain
existing supporters while identifying
new strategic opportunities to cultivate
and acquire new segments.

Engaging with
Anglicans
Throughout the year our staff spoke
at approximately 30 churches and
community groups. These visits were
mainly within the Melbourne Diocese,
but also included a trip to NSW to visit
a number of churches.
There are some churches we have now
visited a number of times over the
years. This has enabled us to further
establish relationships with them to
the point where we are now looking at
deeper partnerships in the next year.

Working together
for change
We are aware that much more can be
achieved in conjunction and partnership
with others. For this reason, we
continue to be a part of coalitions of
like-minded organisations that further
the cause of poverty alleviation. This
also enables our supporters to be
educated about wider efforts to make
a more lasting impact on the lives of
people living in poverty.

Forming our staff
In another move to bring us closer to
our Christian identity, this year we
invited a number of people external to
the organisation to present devotions
to our staff. We are very grateful for
the wisdom imparted to us by various
leaders in the Anglican Church. Our
monthly devotions have become a more
established part of life in the office.

critically reflect on our organisational
strategy in light of the experience of
other organisations. It also allowed us
to understand more closely how the
Anglican Communion works, as well
as build key relationships through
both formal and informal meetings.

Our first Life Member

In June our CEO, Bob Mitchell, visited
the United Kingdom to strengthen
relationships with agencies and
partners with whom we have a
shared interest. The trip allowed us to

The Venerable Philip Newman, OAM,
retired from our Board after 28 years of
dedicated service. He was honoured at
the 2016 Annual General Meeting. We
were very pleased to make Philip the
first Life Member of Anglican Overseas
Aid. We pay tribute to Philip’s passion,
his long-standing commitment and
service and his love for the Gospel
which provides his motivation.

Micah Australia

Stop the Traffik

During 2016-17, we continued to be a
member of Micah Australia (formerly
Micah Challenge), a movement of
Christian agencies, churches and
individuals who advocate for a more
just and peaceful world for everyone.
www.micahaustralia.org

Stop the Traffik is a global movement
fighting to prevent human trafficking.
We are a member of the Australian
arm of Stop the Traffik.
www.stopthetraffik.com.au

Learning from others
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Our People and Accountability

Directors

President

CEO
The Reverend Dr Bob Mitchell
LLB, MPhil, GradDipTax, GradDipTheol, MThSt, GradCertMin, PhD

Associate Professor
Julian Rait
MBBS (Melb), FRACS,
FRANZCO, FAICD

Special Responsibilities:
Board Chair, Governance and
Nominations Committee member

BA, Post Grad Org
Psychology, MBA

Special Responsibilities:
Chair, Governance and
Nominations Committee

The Reverend Canon
Dr Ray Cleary AM

Mr Anthony Hickson

AM, BEc, DipEd Monash, BSW Melb,
BTheol, MMin, DMinStuds MCD

BSc, FRACI C Chem,
CPA, CFTP (Snr), Grad Dip
Chn Studies

Special Responsibilities:
Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee member

Special Responsibilities:
Chair, Finance Risk and
Audit Committee

Ms Seak-King Huang

Ms Claire Miller

Dr Christopher Morgan

Mrs Denise Nichols OAM

LLB (Hons), BA, GAICD

BA, LLB, AGIA, MAICD

MBBS, DTCH, FRACP

BA (Hons)

Special Responsibilities:
Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee member

Special Responsibilities:
Governance and Nominations
Committee member,
Company Secretary

Special Responsibilities:
Development Committee member

Special Responsibilities:
Deputy Board Chair; Development
Committee member; Governance and
Nominations Committee member

The Reverend
Yvonne Poon
BA (Toronto, Canada), MDiv
(Tyndale TheolSem, Canada)
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Ms Lisa Brookman

Ms Carolyn Sandiford

Mr Glenn Scott

BA (Hons)

BCom, CPA

Special Responsibilities:
Marketing Advisor

Special Responsibilities:
Chair, Development Committee;
Governance and Nominations
Committee member

Directors who retired or resigned
during the year were Ms Naomi
Nayagam (resigned June 2017),
The Venerable Philip Newman OAM
(retired November 2016), and Mr Luke
Phillips (resigned November 2016).

Dr Mitchell has a passion for aid and development as a
ministry of the church. His PhD focused on the way Christian
theology can influence international development work and
practice. Before joining Anglican Overseas Aid, he was a senior
executive at World Vision Australia serving in both strategic and
operational roles. Dr Mitchell has more than 25 years’ corporate
experience as a solicitor, including almost 15 years as a partner
at PwC, which he brings to his current role. He has served on
several not-for-profit boards: BlueCare, World Relief, the PwC
Foundation, Timor Children’s Foundation, and Global Health
and Development Network. Dr Mitchell is currently a director of
Western Health, and is a member of the international advisory
board of the Christian Journal for Global Health.

The Most Reverend
Dr Philip Freier
BAppSc, DipEd, BD, MEdSt, PhD,
FAICD, Archbishop of Melbourne,
Primate of Australia

Executive Team

Marketing and
Communications Manager

International Programs
and Partnerships Manager

Finance and
Administration Manager

Brian Holmes

Alison Preston

Sue Riley

Brian has spent more than 20 years working
within the publishing industry in the UK and
Australia, and more than 12 years running
his own marketing and design consultancy,
with regular forays as an author, book and
magazine publisher and website editor. He
has a Masters in Vocational Practice: Aid and
Development from Tabor College, Victoria,
which complements his BA (Hons) in Theology
and Diploma in Marketing. Before joining
Anglican Overseas Aid Brian worked for TEAR
Australia in a similar role for several years.

Alison is passionate about the role that
faith-based organisations play in promoting
sustainable development, and has twenty
years’ experience working with local
partners to address poverty, injustice and
conflict in Africa and the Middle East. Alison
has a strong commitment to empowering
women and girls as decision-makers in their
own lives, and to addressing gender-based
violence. Before joining Anglican Overseas
Aid, Alison worked as a photo-journalist
in East Africa, with a focus on women and
children affected by civil conflict. Alison is
actively engaged in the Anglican church.

Sue is a Chartered Accountant with more
than 25 years’ experience working in
the not-for-profit sector. She has worked
mostly in the health sector as a senior
finance executive for private hospitals,
public hospitals, Victorian Government
health departments and private consultants
specialising in health.

Learn more about our team on our website:
anglicanoverseasaid.org.au/about-us/our-staff
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Our People and Accountability

PRESIDENT

GAN

Committees

FRAC

The Anglican Overseas Aid board has established standing
committees to improve board effectiveness and efficiency where
activities require more concentrated effort and specialist skills.

Governance and
Nominations
Committee (GAN)
The Governance and Nominations
Committee is responsible for working
with and supporting the CEO to
ensure that the governance of Anglican
Overseas Aid meets the highest
standards. This includes overseeing
appointments to the board of directors
and committees, the appointment and
performance of the CEO, education and
development of board and committee
members and the CEO, and to assist
the CEO in identifying candidates for
senior management positions.
Committee members:
• Lisa Brookman (Chair)
• Denise Nichols OAM
• Claire Miller
• Associate Professor Julian Rait
• Glenn Scott

COMMITTEES

DevCom

Development
Committee (DevCom)

The Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee is responsible for
statutory compliance, accounting, risk
management and finance. Members
of the committee also offer an expert
resource for supporting Anglican
Overseas Aid staff when dealing with
such matters. Their work includes
oversight of all financial reporting,
preparing the annual budget, and
assessing opportunities for the agency
to increase income.

The Development Committee is
responsible for ensuring Anglican
Overseas Aid’s development programs
are of the highest quality and comply
with the agency’s strategic direction.
Members of the committee also
provide expert technical resources
and support to Anglican Overseas Aid
staff in relation to programs. Their
roles include shaping and reporting
on the geographic and sectoral focus
of programs, recommending new
programs, partners and countries,
and reporting on the quality and
effectiveness of our work.

Notes about structure:
1) The President is a member of Anglican Overseas Aid, and takes an active interest in its work and direction.

Committee members:
• Glenn Scott (Chair)
• Dr Nathan Grills*
• Dr Alison Morgan*
• Dr Chris Morgan
• Andrew Newmarch*
• Naomi Nayagam
(resigned: June 2017)
• Denise Nichols OAM
• Fiona Oates*
(resigned: June 2017)
• Associate Professor Julian Rait

2) The Archbishop-in-Council approves the directors of Anglican Overseas Aid. The persons approved as
directors are subsequently confirmed by the membership of the company at the AGM.
3) The CEO reports to the board, and executive staff report to the CEO.
4) The committees can be made up of board members, staff and external experts.
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BOARD

Finance, Risk and
Audit Committee (FRAC)

Committee members:
• Anthony Hickson (Chair)
• Revd Canon Dr Ray Cleary, AM
(appointed November 2016)
• Seak-King Huang
(appointed November 2016)
• Ray Hughes-Odgers*
• Luke Phillips
(resigned: November 2016)
• Associate Professor Julian Rait
• David Woods OAM*
(retired: December 2016)

International
Programs and
Partnerships
Manager

MEMBERS

Marketing and
Communications
Manager

As a professional international development organisation,
Anglican Overseas Aid is held accountable for its use of
funds and how it does its work in a number of ways.

ACFID member and
the Code of Conduct

Accredited by the
Australian Government

The Australian Council for International
Development (ACFID) is the peak
body for Australian not-for-profit aid
and development organisations. It was
founded in 1965 and has more than 100
member agencies.

We are fully accredited by the
Australian Government’s Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT),
meeting all standards required. DFAT
is responsible for managing Australia’s
overseas aid program. As an accredited
agency, we receive Australian
Government funds for a number of our
programs. www.aid.dfat.gov.au

Anglican Overseas Aid is an ACFID
member and signatory to the ACFID
Code of Conduct, which defines
minimum standards of governance,
management and accountability for nongovernment development organisations.
The Code has an independent
complaints handling process.

Fundraising Institute Australia
Anglican Overseas Aid is an
Organisational Member of the Fundraising
Institute Australia (FIA), the national
peak body representing professional
fundraising in Australia. We adhere to
and comply with the FIA’s Principles and
Standards of Fundraising Practice. Find
out more at: www.fia.org.au

Australian Charities and Not-ForProfit Commission (ACNC)

To find out more about the Code or
lodge a complaint against Anglican
Overseas Aid’s compliance with the
Code, please email code@acfid.asn.au
or go to: www.acfid.asn.au

Anglican Overseas Aid is registered as a
charity and Public Benevolent Institution
with ACNC. ABN 39 116 072 050

Feedback and complaints
We welcome feedback of all forms, and
we have a formal complaints process.

All committee members are board
directors unless indicated with an *

Accountability

Finance &
Administration
Manager

CEO

To provide feedback, read our complaints
policy or lodge a complaint please email

aoa@anglicanoverseasaid.org.au or call
us for free from anywhere in Australia on
1800 249 880. Calls from outside Australia
can be made to +61 3 9495 6100.

Feedback and complaints may also be
emailed directly to the Chair of the board:
chair@anglicanoverseasaid.org.au
During 2016-17 we received no complaints.
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Our Finances

Celebrating our
common faith motivation

Income Statement For the year ended 30 June 2017
REVENUE

2017 $

2016 $

827,449

1,273,220

184,082

111,214

738,317

1,987,086

15,231

16,318

Investment Income

50,087

69,583

TOTAL REVENUE

1,815,166

3,457,421

1,032,295

2,246,134

581,658

1,029,354

122,917

147,142

201,643

280,435

10,780

14,617

176,507

111,376

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

2,125,800

3,829,058

Excess/(shortfall) of revenue over expenses
from continuing operations

(310,634)

(371,637)

Project Funds Raised for Future Disbursement

345,584

174,457

EXCESS/(SHORTFALL) OF REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURE

34,950

(197,180)

Donations and gifts
Monetary
Bequests and legacies

Our connection with the Anglican Church is reflected in our work to build
a just, peaceful and sustainable world through effective development.
Anglican Overseas Aid believes the
Christian gospels tell us the story of
God-in-Christ coming to bring abundant
life for everyone. In the gospels
themselves, Jesus challenges us to live
for the kind of world He came for.
We are primarily engaged in
international development work –
supporting communities around the
world to lift themselves out of poverty.
This is called sustainable development
and it is ultimately about realising the
God-given dignity of the people in the
communities we work with.
On the ground, this is played out
by building on the strengths in our
partner communities and striving to
achieve sustainable outcomes that
improve quality of life. We do this
by working with Anglican and likeminded partners. These partners are
best placed to bring about social change
because they are local, embedded, an
authoritative voice, geographically
disbursed, and a permanent presence
in their communities.

Photo: Anglican Overseas Aid/
Brian Holmes

Anglican Overseas Aid was created
as a ministry of the Anglican Church
of Australia, and we understand
what we do in that light. That is our
identity. We work with a variety of
Anglican audiences to promote a
deeper understanding of development
and global justice issues. As a Christian
faith-based organisation, we also do
our best to ensure our work supporting
those who live in poverty is peoplecentred, committed and relational.

In addition to our engagement with
the church, we also work with other
church-based agencies. We are a member
of the Church Agencies Network
(CAN), a collaboration of 11 Australian
church-based agencies representing
the main denominations. The CEOs
of each agency meet regularly, as do
the respective international program
managers. This network is a vital way
of sharing and learning from each other.
The gospels tell us that Jesus had
a special affinity for those living
in poverty. When we live this out
ourselves in the framework of
relationships, we see that it is not
only the communities with whom we
work who are transformed, but we are
transformed as well. It is answering
our own prayer for God’s kingdom
to come on earth as in heaven. As
the Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin
Welby, has said, “In praying ‘Thy
Kingdom Come’ we all commit to
playing our part in the... transformation
of communities.”
We are pleased to have worked
with local churches in the past year
through speaking and encouraging
congregations with the Christian
mandate to care for those living in
poverty and linking this to the work
of Anglican Overseas Aid.

Grants
DFAT
Other Australian

EXPENDITURE
International Aid and Development Programs Expenditure
International Programs
Funds to international programs
Program support costs
Community education
Fundraising costs
Public
Government, multilateral and private
Accountability and administration

Where does your money go?
Percentages of total expenditure for the financial year.
10%
8%
International Programs

5%

Community Education
Accountability and Administration
Fundraising
77%
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Our Finances

Statement of Financial Position For the year ended 30 June 2017
ASSETS

2017 $

2016 $

1,682,779

2,010,701

10,000

3,859

1,692,779

2,014,560

9,598

14,338

9,598

14,338

1,702,377

2,028,898

Trade and other payables

37,117

71,915

Current tax liabilities

(2,156)

(10,979)

379,976

726,270

51,335

40,537

Total Current Liabilities

466,272

827,743

TOTAL LIABILITIES

466,272

827,743

1,236,105

1,201,155

Retained Earnings

690,762

655,812

Reserves - Restricted

545,343

545,343

1,236,105

1,201,155

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Total Current Assets
Non-current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Total Non-current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities

Other financial liabilities
Provisions for employee entitlements

NET ASSETS
EQUITY

TOTAL EQUITY

Statement of Changes in Equity For the year ended 30 June 2017
Balance at 1 July 2016
Excess of revenue
over expenses
Other amounts transferred
(to) or from reserves
Balance at 30 June 2017

Retained
Earnings $

Unrestricted
Reserves $

Restricted
Reserves $

Total $

655,812

-

545,343

1,201,155

34,950

-

-

34,950

-

-

-

-

690,762

-

545,343

1,236,105

The Summary Financial Reports have been prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in the ACFID Code of Conduct.
For further information on the Code please refer to the ACFID Code of Conduct Guidance Document available at www.acfid.asn.au.
A full set of statutory accounts is available upon request to Anglican Overseas Aid.
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Visit us online
www.anglicanoverseasaid.org.au
www.facebook.com/AnglicanOverseasAid
@AnglicanOAid
www.youtube.com/anglicanoverseasaid

Contact us
Freecall: 1800 249 880
T: (03) 9495 6100
F: (03) 9495 6891
E: aoa@anglicanoverseasaid.org.au
PO Box 389, Abbotsford, VIC 3067
1/165 Victoria Parade, Collingwood, VIC 3066
ABN 39 116 072 050

